**Books for Babies**

**Besos for Baby: A Little Book of Kisses**
by Jen Arena
Everyone has kisses for Baby! Simple Spanish words and English text. (J-Español)

**Whose Toes Are Those?**
by Jabari Asim
Vibrant, playful verse that celebrates a baby’s adorable little toes!

**City Baby**
by Laurie Elmquist
Parents help their baby notice the world around them in the bustling big city.

**Never Touch a Shark**
by Rosie Greening
Meet underwater animals through rhyming text and bumpy pages to touch and feel. (J-Braille)

**Black on White / White on Black**
by Tana Hoban
An infant’s color vision is not as sensitive as an adult’s. Try these classic high-contrast titles for a book your baby can really see!

**One Patch of Blue**
by Marthe Jocelyn
Follow a denim patch’s journey as it escapes from a pair of pants and transforms. Also try **One Piece of String** and **One Red Button**!

**Kisses, Kisses, Head to Toe!**
by Karen Katz
An interactive lift-the-flap and mirror book that lets you play a game of peek-a-boo with baby!

**I Could Eat You Up**
by Jesse Levison
A “corny” board book full of food puns that express a parent’s love for their baby.

**Black Bird Yellow Sun**
by Steve Light
A black bird lands on many colorful things in this beautiful, high-contrast book.

**Look Look!**
by Peter Linenthal
High-contrast black-and-white art for babies. This author has other **Look!** titles available.

**Hello, Baby Animals**
by Julissa Mora
This charming book pairs friendly text and bold patterns to provide a great high-contrast experience for developing young eyes.

**Dog’s First Baby**
by Natalie Nelson
There’s a new family member, and Dog is determined to dig up some clues to discover the identity of this loud, silly creature.

**Splash!**
by Leslie Patricelli
Join Baby at the beach for a day of fun in the sun! Also try: **Blankie!**

**I’m Still Up!**
by Antoinette Portis
This soothing and humorous story starring a proudly still-awake baby is ideal for bedtime.

**Peekaboo House**
by Camilla Reid
Everyday details engage baby while the opportunity to push, pull, or turn things on every page encourages fine motor development. (series)

**All the World**
by Liz Garton Scanlon
This board book version of a Caldecott Honor book is a beautiful poem that celebrates a family’s day, and all of us as well.

**The Night Is Deep and Wide**
by Gillian Sze
A lovely, high-contrast visual lullaby to soothe your baby to sleep.

**New House**
by Dave Wheeler
Prepare your baby or toddler for moving day by exploring the fun of a new home balanced with the comfort of a family’s love.

**Hands On!**
by Anne Wynter
A joyful celebration of a baby’s journey from crawling to taking their very first steps.

**Five Little Chicks**
by Dan Yaccarino
Children don’t start to understand counting concepts until between two and four years old, but don’t wait to start reading simple counting books to your baby!